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Abstract …….. 

The smuggling of illicit Radiological and/or Nuclear (RN) material into or through Canada is a 

major national security concern. The Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) has excellent 

systems in place to detect low-level gamma radiation and neutrons, but detecting shielded Special 

Nuclear Materials (SNM) or highly-shielded radiological sources is very difficult. This difficulty 

is troublesome, as the consequences of a terrorist attack with an Improvised Nuclear Device 

(IND) would be catastrophic.  

The CRIPT project team built and tested a proof-of-concept, fixed-point detection system that 

employs naturally-occurring radiation (muons from cosmic rays) for detecting SNM and other 

high-density, high-atomic-number (high-Z) materials. Muons are deflected (or “scattered”) by the 

SNM or dense shielding material much more than by low-density, low-Z materials (e.g., 

compared to aluminum, uranium will typically scatter muons at an angle five times greater). 

Measuring muon scattering through cargo containers allows the imaging of objects inside. 

To date, the muon momentum, a critical variable in the scattering process, has not been measured 

by other muon tomography groups around the world. Its measurement should reduce the time 

required to image a volume by a factor of two. The CRIPT system has a unique momentum 

spectrometer to address this gap. 

As well as addressing the issue of smuggled SNM, the system can be used to monitor spent fuel 

repositories, as part of Canada’s obligation with regards to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation  

Treaty (NNPT). 

Besides demonstrating the proof-of-concept of muon tomography with a plastic-scintillator based 

muon detection system, the unique data taken by CRIPT will be invaluable for the modelling and 

simulation of future generations of muon tomography systems. 

Significance to defence and security  

The CRIPT system successfully demonstrated its ability to image and discriminate amongst low, 

medium and high-Z materials. This included studies with depleted uranium and thick lead 

shielding. CRIPT is the first muon tomography system in the world to use plastic scintillators for 

muon detection and tracking. This is significant for defence and security applications as plastic 

scintillators tend to be more robust than other charged particle detection technologies that have 

been used previously in muon tomography. This should make it easier to field this technology in 

the near future.  

Although CRIPT has not yet demonstrated that muon tomography can meet the stringent 

imaging-time requirements of cargo containers at Canadian ports, a number of areas for future 

improvements have been identified. If these improvements are realized, muon tomography may 

prove capable of meeting all operational requirements for special nuclear material and radiation 

shielding detection.  
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In addition to the border security application of muon tomography, its applicability to nuclear 

non-proliferation has been investigated. The time constraints for this application are much less 

stringent so the probability of success in this area should be high. Testing in this area is ongoing 

since the CRIPT system was moved to Chalk River in June 2013.  

Finally, the potential for military applications of muon tomography was identified during the 

execution of this project. A much smaller, portable system could be used to image suspect objects 

that are approximately 1.0 m
3 
or smaller. Simulation and laboratory studies on this topic are 

ongoing at Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC). 

If these research and development efforts are successful, then the risk posed to Canada and our 

allies by nuclear and radiological weapons could be significantly reduced. As the consequences of 

a successful attack would be catastrophic, effective SNM detection would constitute a great 

success for national security. 
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Résumé …….. 

L’introduction par contrebande de matières radiologiques ou nucléaires illicites au Canada ou leur 

transit par le Canada est une question majeure de sécurité nationale. L’Agence des services 

frontaliers du Canada (ASFC) possède déjà d’excellents dispositifs de détection du rayonnement 

gamma ou neutronique peu intense, mais la détection de matières nucléaires spéciales (MNS) 

blindées ou de sources radioactives fortement blindées demeure très difficile. Cette difficulté est 

problématique, puisque les répercussions d’une attaque terroriste au moyen d’un dispositif 

nucléaire improvisé seraient catastrophiques. 

L’équipe du projet CRIPT a construit et mis à l’essai, pour en valider le concept, un système de 

détection statique des MNS et d’autres matières très denses de numéro atomique (Z) élevé à l’aide 

du rayonnement naturel (muons du rayonnement cosmique). Les muons sont déviés (ou diffusés) 

plus fortement par les MNS et les matières denses servant au blindage que par les matières peu 

denses et de poids atomique faible (p. ex. par rapport à l’aluminium, l’uranium diffuse 

normalement les muons avec un angle cinq fois plus grand). La mesure de la diffusion des muons 

à travers un conteneur de fret permet d’obtenir une image des objets qui s’y trouvent.  

À ce jour, la quantité de mouvement des muons—une variable critique du processus de  

diffusion—n’avait pas été mesurée par un autre groupe de tomographie par muons ailleurs dans 

le monde. Cette mesure devrait permettre de réduire de moitié le temps nécessaire à l’imagerie 

d’un volume. Le système CRIPT possède un spectromètre unique qui permet de mesurer la 

quantité de mouvement et combler ainsi cette lacune.  

En plus d’aborder le problème de la contrebande des MNS, le système peut être utilisé pour la 

surveillance des dépôts de combustible épuisé, une des obligations du Canada en vertu du Traité 

sur la non-prolifération (TNP) des armes nucléaires.  

En plus d’avoir démontré la validation de principe de la tomographie par muons à l’aide d’un 

détecteur de muons utilisant des scintillateurs plastiques, les données uniques obtenues par 

l’équipe CRIPT seront très précieuses pour la modélisation et la simulation des prochaines 

générations d’appareils de tomographie par muons.  

Importance pour la défense et la sécurité  

Le système CRIPT a démontré sa capacité de produire une image et de distinguer les matières de 

poids atomique faible, moyen et élevé. Les travaux comportaient des expériences avec de 

l’uranium appauvri et d’épais blindages de plomb. Le système CRIPT est le premier dispositif de 

tomographie à muons au monde à utiliser des scintillateurs plastiques pour détecter et suivre les 

muons. Cela est très important pour les applications de défense et de sécurité, car les scintillateurs 

plastiques sont généralement plus robustes que les autres technologies de détection des particules 

chargées précédemment utilisées pour la tomographie par muons. Il devrait donc être plus facile 

de mettre en œuvre cette technologie dans un proche avenir.  
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Bien que l’équipe CRIPT n’ait pas encore démontré que la tomographie par muons pouvait 

satisfaire aux contraintes de temps rigoureuses qui s’appliquent aux conteneurs de fret dans les 

ports canadiens, un certain nombre de domaines d’améliorations futures ont été cernés. Si ces 

améliorations étaient réalisées, la tomographie par muons pourrait satisfaire à toutes les exigences 

opérationnelles de la détection des MNS et du blindage contre le rayonnement.  

En plus de son application pour la sécurité des frontières, l’utilisation de la tomographie par 

muons pour la non-prolifération nucléaire a été étudiée. Puisque les contraintes de temps pour 

cette application sont beaucoup moins rigoureuses, la probabilité de succès dans ce domaine 

devrait être élevée. Les essais dans ce domaine se poursuivent depuis que le système CRIPT a été 

déplacé à Chalk River en juin 2013.  

Finalement, on a déterminé d’éventuelles utilisations militaires de la tomographie par muons 

pendant l’exécution du projet. Ainsi, on pourrait utiliser un système portatif beaucoup plus petit 

pour l’imagerie d’objets suspects de 1,0 m3 ou moins. À Recherche et développement pour la 

défense Canada (RDDC), on poursuit actuellement des études de simulation et en laboratoire.  

Le succès de ces efforts de recherche et développement pourrait se traduire par une baisse 

considérable des risques que les armes nucléaires et radiologiques font peser sur le Canada et ses 

alliés. Comme les répercussions d’une attaque réussie seraient catastrophiques, la détection 

efficace des MNS constituerait un grand succès sur le plan de la sécurité nationale.  
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1 Introduction 

The smuggling of illicit RN material into or through Canada is a major security concern. Under 

the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NNPT), the theft of spent nuclear fuel rods/bundles is also 

a significant issue [1]. 

To deal with these concerns, the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) has excellent 

systems in place to detect low level gamma radiation at our major ports, and both Atomic Energy 

of Canada Limited (AECL) and Canada’s nuclear operators have many safeguards in place 

securing our nuclear waste. However, the probability of detecting Special Nuclear Materials 

(SNM) or well-shielded radiological sources in transit is lower than desired. An absolute 

determination of the contents of nuclear fuel storage containers is also problematic. These 

deficiencies are troublesome, as the consequences of a terrorist attack with an Improvised Nuclear 

Device (IND) or Radiological Dispersion Device (RDD) would be catastrophic.  

This project has demonstrated a proof-of-concept, fixed-point detection system that detects SNM 

using naturally occurring radiation (muons) that are the by-product of cosmic ray interactions in 

the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Muons are deflected and/or stopped by SNM (or other dense 

materials) much more than by low-density, low-atomic-number (Z) materials. For example, 

uranium will typically scatter muons through an angle five times greater than aluminium. By 

measuring muon deflection through transport and storage containers dense objects inside can be 

detected and imaged. The attenuation of muons (muon radiography) can also be used to create an 

image but it is a less powerful technique than muon scattering tomography as most muons are not 

attenuated due to their very high energies.  

Other muon tomography groups [31–38] have not yet measured and used the muon momentum, a 

critical variable in the scattering process, for their imaging studies. The CRIPT system has a 

unique momentum spectrometer to address this gap. CRIPT is also the first muon tomography 

system to employ plastic scintillators, a robust detector technology, to track muons. 

Besides providing a proof-of-concept, the acquired data are used to tune and validate simulations 

of potential, future muon tomography systems. 

The CRIPT system is composed of the following three sections: 

 the muon Upper Tracker (UT) that measures the trajectory of each muon before it enters the 

Imaging Volume (IV);  

 the muon Lower Tracker (LT) that measures the trajectory of each muon after it exists the IV; and 

 the muon Spectrometer (SP) which measures the deflections experienced by muons that pass 

through two 10 cm layers of steel. 

By comparing the trajectory into the IV to the trajectory out, the total deflection in the IV is 

measured. Thick, dense, high-Z material will tend to cause the largest angular deflections of the 

muons. Conversely, for NNPT applications, a void in dense material will result in smaller angular 

deflections. Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the CRIPT system. 
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Figure 1:  The CRIPT muon tomography system. The upper muon tracker module measures the 

trajectory of the muon before it enters the cargo, and the lower tracker measures the trajectory 

after it exits the cargo. The size of the deflection (or scattering) angle depends on the 

material through which the muon passes: dense, high-Z material like SNM tends to scatter 

muons at larger angles. The muon spectrometer estimates the momentum of each muon by 

measuring the deflection angles of each muon after it passes through two layers of steel. 

The image is not shown to scale. 

Figure 2 shows the actual detector. The blue is the support tower, the aluminum is the inner frame 

housing the detector planes, and the yellow is the housing for the spectrometer; it needs to be 

massive to support the 11 tonnes of steel employed in the spectrometer.  
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Figure 2:  The CRIPT Detector with an air cargo container in the imaging volume. The detector 

system and its support tower measure 5.5 m tall, 3 cm short of the ceiling of the Assembly Area at 

Carleton University`s Department of Physics. 

1.1 Project scope 

This project was an ambitious undertaking from the outset, with several inter-dependent lines of 

work: 

1. SNM detection and imaging simulation studies; 

2. muon detector construction; 

3. data acquisition (DAQ) electronics development; 

4. muon tracking software; 

5. muon spectrometer software; 

6. image reconstruction software; 

7. machine learning studies; and 

8. neutron detection studies. 
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Work in all these areas contributed to advances in meeting the challenge of SNM detection in 

general, and in muon tomography in particular. 

The initial scope of the project called for the entire muon detection structure to be surrounded by 

neutron detectors; however, this area of work was terminated at an early stage when preliminary 

studies indicated that the proposed neutron detection system would not significantly contribute to 

SNM detection performance targets (this decision was ratified during the 2010 Project Review 

Committee Meeting [2]).  
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2 Purpose 

The purpose of CRIPT was to investigate a promising technology for improving national security: 

muon tomography. The two main national security applications for which muon tomography is 

promising are (a) the interception of smuggled SNM at Canada’s ports-of-entry, and (b) the 

imaging of nuclear fuel and waste containers to measure the presence (or absence) of nuclear 

material (e.g., for nuclear non-proliferation applications). 

2.1 CRTI priority: Priority detection and identification 2 

As indicated in CRIPT`s Project Proposal [3] this project addresses CRTI priority D&I2: Point 

Detection – which states “Develop novel methods and technologies for point [in this case border 

crossing] detection of Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, Explosive (CBRNE) agents 

and their precursors, including special nuclear materials.” Muon-based systems have the 

inherent advantage of using naturally occurring radiation. This allows for surreptitious scanning, 

scanning of occupied vehicles, and deployment in occupied areas. The passive nature also reduces 

the unit cost, and avoids many health, safety and logistics concerns (which are unavoidable 

constraints on active scanning systems). 

The technique is highly complementary to existing Radiation Portal Monitors (RPMs), as it 

would extend the ability to detect shielded radiological and nuclear threats. The existing RPMs 

are sensitive to gamma-rays and neutrons from radioactive isotopes, but if these are well-shielded 

(e.g., for gamma-rays, through the use of dense, high-Z material such as lead) the portal monitors 

will not detect them, but the dense material would be detectable by muon tomography. Simply 

put, if the source is poorly shielded, the portal monitor should detect it; if it is well shielded then 

the muon scanner should detect it. 

Trials of CRIPT’s border monitoring ability were performed at Carleton University’s Department 

of Physics between October 2012 and April 2013. The results of these trials are detailed later in 

the report. 

2.2 Nuclear fuel and waste applications 

2.2.1 Nuclear non-proliferation and treaty verification 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), through its Safeguards program, attempts to 

ensure that non-nuclear weapon states are honouring their commitment not to proliferate nuclear 

weapons. Muon scattering tomography and muon radiography
1
 may offer attractive alternatives to 

the remote, unattended and continuous monitoring of spent nuclear fuel. Simulations performed 

                                                      
1
 Muon scattering tomography refers to the measurement of the scattering of muons in order to reconstruct 

tomographic images. This requires measuring trajectories before and after an IV. Muon radiography refers 

to the measurement of the transmission (or not) of muons through an object. Muon radiography is simpler 

(but less powerful) as it measures either (a) the final muon trajectory only, or (b) the initial trajectory and 

the presence (or not) of the muon on the other side of an object. 
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by the CRIPT collaboration indicated that muon radiography can potentially improve the 

accuracy and availability of data on the contents of spent fuel storage containers [4]. This could 

be achieved through unattended and remotely monitored operations. The CRIPT system is 

currently being tested at AECL’s Chalk River Laboratory (CRL) to validate these earlier 

calculations. The CRIPT system was moved from Carleton University to CRL in June 2013. Its 

re-assembly and re-commissioning were completed in November 2013 and it has been taking data 

since that time. 

At CRL, CRIPT can be used to explore other areas of non-proliferation: 

 verification of Pu mass in special storage configuration;  

 verification of small quantities of Pu in canned sampled;  

 verification of Pu/U235 mass in various fuel assembly (Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX), etc.) and 

containers; 

 characterization of Pu/U235 scraps;  

 gross defect detection of irradiated fuel and fuel assemblies;  

 verification of fresh fuel shipments;  

 confirmation of design information (i.e., identification and detection of structural changes to 

facilities);  

 imaging of UF6 (uranium hexafluoride) shipping containers; and 

 characterization of liquid volumes in storage and process tanks [5]. 

Although calculations show a striking improvement in the time required to draw safeguards-relevant 

conclusions for spent nuclear fuel, this must be put in the context of the gap between what is 

required of safeguards and the available, finite resources. A truly practical solution will be one 

that reduces inspection efforts, reduces radiation exposure to workers and reduces the level of 

intrusiveness on the operation of nuclear facilities. The data being gathered will be of great use in 

the design of engineered and/or commercial muon tomography solutions. 

2.2.2 Safeguards of long-term storage 

As geological repositories of nuclear waste becomes a reality (e.g., in Finland), safeguards 

methodology for difficult-to-access nuclear materials need to be devised [6]. Often, nuclear fuels 

are routed to their final resting place in welded or difficult-to-open containers that cannot be easily 

opened for verification purposes. The regulatory agencies have now showed an interest in using 

muon tomography to ensure continuity of knowledge and to provide a means of re-verification [7].  

Recent progress in nuclear disarmament efforts resulted in the adoption of an action plan for 

nuclear weapon states to place excess weapon-usable nuclear material under safeguards and to 

develop verification arrangement that would guarantee elimination of this nuclear material [8]. 

One option for the elimination of excess plutonium is through immobilization with high-level 

nuclear waste. Bilateral agreements between nuclear weapons states call for bilateral and 

international monitoring measures to confirm that the countries fulfilled their obligations. The 
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applicability of muon tomography to the re-verification of plutonium segregation needs to be 

explored at CRL with CRIPT. 

2.2.3 Nuclear waste characterization 

AECL’s Nuclear Laboratories maintain a radioactive waste management program to protect 

public health and the environment and to ensure worker safety. This is partly implemented by a 

program to segregate and characterize nuclear waste. Generally, radioactive waste exhibits a wide 

spectrum of physical, chemical and radiological characteristics, which demands tailored waste 

characterization program. Although no single methodology can be adopted to treat such varied 

waste, strategies are beginning to emerge to develop guidance in radioactive waste 

characterization to facilitate long-term storage or disposal [9]. Current practice calls for 

establishing a process for characterizing radioactive waste during its entire life cycle, which 

means that the type of waste and waste form, the evolution of the waste with time, and the 

measurements to characterize the waste are usually identified upstream of segregation and 

disposal.  

One of the key element of a robust characterization program involve fingerprinting the waste’s 

radioactivity, chemical, physical, mechanical, thermal and biological properties and how they 

evolve through time. Several aspects of waste characterization could be address with  

non-destructive assay techniques such as muon tomography: 

 nature of nuclear waste and its actinide content; 

 homogeneity of the waste (i.e., sludge in tanks, in-homogeneities in cemented waste); 

 condition of the waste and waste package: breach of containment, corrosion, voids, etc.;  

 waste stability (i.e., how do waste properties change with time); and 

 some waste form may be difficult and/or impossible to measure and characterize using 

standard techniques (i.e., encapsulated alpha/beta emitters, heavily shielded waste). 

On the other hand, legacy waste (i.e., waste with a non-traceable history) offers a different 

challenge. The diversity of nuclear waste characteristics makes it unrealistic to look at all 

possible scenarios in which muon tomography can be used to characterize waste. It is 

conceivable however, that imaging with muons could help to determine the presence of 

actinides in legacy waste.  
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3 Method 

This chapter discusses, at a high level, how CRIPT generates the tomographic images. This 

includes a description of how the CRIPT hardware and analysis software works.  

3.1 Overview 

As stated previously, multiple layers of plastic-scintillator-based detectors determine the direction 

of each incoming muon prior to passing through the IV, and a second set of detectors determines 

the direction of that same muon after passing through the IV. 

Put simply, CRIPT measures the angular deviation of the muon to determine whether it passed 

through anything very dense, and if it did, where within the IV that dense material is likely to 

reside. After a sufficient number of muons pass through the IV a tomographic image is formed. 

The number that is required depends on the feature size of interest. The flux of muons at sea 

level is approximately 10,000/m
2
/s. In less than a minute features that are smaller than 10 cm 

are visible. 

3.2 Monte Carlo simulations 

The design of CRIPT was aided greatly by detailed Monte Carlo (stochastic) simulations of 

passage of the atmospheric muons through a number of different prototype designs. GEANT4 

was the main simulation toolkit that was employed for developing a model of the detection 

system and simulating the sub-atomic interactions of the muons and secondary particle with the 

detector material and the contents of the tomographic imaging volume. These simulations were 

carried out by many of the project partners. One of the key design requirements that was 

determined through these simulations was the angular resolution of the detection system  

(i.e., how well the scattering/deviations of the muons can be measured). The angular resolution 

of muon tracks is dependent on the position resolution of muon trajectory measurements and 

the separation between these measurements. The studies indicated that an angular resolution of 

approximately 5.0 milliradians (mrad) would be sufficient to perform muon tomography; better 

performance is expected with better resolution, but the gains diminish as the statistical uncertainty 

of the measurements becomes dominant for short scan times. More detail can be found in [14,15]. 

Figure 3 shows an example of one of the resolution studies that was carried out. 

Simulation studies also guided the design of the muon spectrometer system which provided 

estimates of the momentum of each muon passing through it. Details are provided in [16,17]. The 

momentum estimate algorithms were also developed using simulated data [18]. 

3.2.1 Image reconstruction algorithm development 

Monte Carlo simulations were also vital in the development of algorithms for tomographic image 

reconstruction. A variety of different algorithms could be tested to determine which gave the best 

performance under different conditions. Most of the image algorithm development focussed on 
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two types of algorithms: traditional Point-Of-Closest-Approach (POCA) and a new “Pitchfork” 

algorithm developed at AECL.  

The POCA algorithm is simple and computationally lightweight so is useful for a first 

approximation of the reconstructed tomographic image. Tracks into and out of the IV are project 

forward and back and the mid-point in the IV along the shortest line between the two tracks is 

called the POCA. In this algorithm, it is assumed the location of the POCA is where all the 

muon’s multiple scattering took place. In software, the IV is sub-divided into smaller volumes 

(“voxels”) and the scattering angles for each POCA in a voxel are recorded. Either the mean or 

median scattering angle is calculated for each voxel and provides an estimate of the mean density 

and atomic number of the material in that voxel [14].  

The Pitchfork algorithm is similar to the POCA algorithm in that it begins by taking ingoing and 

outgoing muon tracks and projecting them into the IV; their POCA is then calculated. However, 

the Pitchfork algorithm takes an additional set of steps by randomly perturbing the measured 

ingoing and outgoing muon track by amounts consistent with the track’s angular resolution. Both 

the ingoing and outgoing tracks are perturbed four times so that there are a total of five ingoing 

and five outgoing tracks. All the possible POCA combinations of these tracks are calculated 

giving 25 POCAs that tend to be clustered around the “best” POCA provided by the simple 

POCA algorithm. All 25 POCAs are used in the imaging algorithm which calculates the truncated 

mean of the scattering angles in each voxel (2% of the highest angle scatters are ignored, or 

truncated, as they tend to strongly bias the mean and are often the result of non-Gaussian, 

non-multiple-Coulomb scattering). In addition, a smoothing or “cluster-summing” calculation is 

made to reduce statistical noise in the POCA/scattering angle data. Finally, the “background” 

scattering in the IV is estimated and subtracted from the voxel-by-voxel data. This further reduces 

the adverse effects of scattering in “background” (i.e., non-interesting, non-SNM material). The 

algorithm is explained in more detail in [14]. 

3.3 Small muon tracking prototype detectors 

During the first and second year of the CRIPT project, two different muon tracking technologies 

were investigated: plastic scintillators and gas-filled drift chambers. Two small proto-types were 

built: (a) a 1 m
2
 plastic scintillator prototype was built at Advanced Applied Physics Solutions 

(AAPS) at the TRIUMF laboratory in Vancouver, (based on MINERVA triangular plastic 

scintillator bars [19]), and (b) a four-layer drift chamber was built at Carleton University in 

Ottawa (based on the OPAL muon drift chamber design). 

Both of the prototypes performed well and demonstrated the ability to have sufficient position 

resolution to meet the angular resolution requirement of 5.0 mrad. Detailed reports of their 

performance are available [20,21]. Ultimately, the decision was made to adopt the plastic 

scintillator technology for the large CRIPT system. This was largely due to the expectation that 

plastic scintillators are more likely to be robust in operational environments. From a cost 

perspective, the two technologies are expected to be comparable for the same performance. 
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3.4 Muon tracking detectors 

CRIPT’s muon tracking detectors are divided into six super-layers. The Upper Track (UT), Lower 

Tracker (LT) and Spectrometer (SP) are each composed of two super-layers. Each super-layer 

determines a point in space of the muon’s trajectory (or “track”), so the two points (from two 

super-layers) in the UT define the muon’s initial track, while the two points in the Lower Tracker 

(LT) define the scattered track. The separation of the super-layers in both the UT and LT is 1.0 m. 

The super-layers could be placed closer to each other, but this would degrade the angular 

resolution of the measured muon tracks. Better angular resolution leads to better scattering angle 

measurements, which in turn leads to better tomographic images. 

Each super-layer is made out of two layers of plastic scintillator detectors. Each layer is 

composed of 121 2.0 m long, triangular-cross-section scintillator bars with a 3.2 cm base and  

1.7 cm height resulting in an area of 4.0 m
2
. The two layers of bars in each super-layer are 

oriented orthogonally to each other so that one layer measures the x-coordinate of the muon, 

while the other measures its y-coordinate; the z-coordinate is in the vertical direction so is 

determined by the height of the detector super-layer. Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional view of 

part of one layer of scintillator detectors. When a muon passes through a layer it usually deposits 

energy in two adjacent bars. The scintillator bars convert this energy into UV and blue light, some 

of which is converted to green light by interacting with 1.2 mm diameter WaveLength-Shifting 

(WLS) Plastic Optical Fibre (POF) that runs along the central axis of each bar. The green light 

propagates via total internal reflection to a sensitive light detector (photo-multiplier tube, PMT) 

which converts the detected photons into an electrical pulse. Ideally, the integral of the electrical 

pulse is proportional to the number of photons detected by the PMT. The pulses from adjacent 

bars are compared to make a precise estimate of the co-ordinate of the muon at the mid-point of 

the plane. In this way, the resolution of the muon’s position in the detector (approximately 3 mm 

for CRIPT) can be much smaller than the width of the bar (32 mm).  

 

Figure 3: Cross-sectional view of part of one detector layer. Each layer is composed of 

 121 triangular scintillator bars. 

Figure 4 shows one of the CRIPT super-layers under construction. Neither the 64-channel  

multi-anode PMTs nor the light-tight shielding had been installed for in this picture. The top (x) 

layer of scintillator bars is visible in the picture. The y-layer is barely discernible underneath. 

Each layer is optically isolated with black polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cardboard and black duck 
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tape. Further optical isolation of the WLS fibres is achieved by enclosing them in black plastic 

tubes (unheated heat shrink).  

 

Figure 4: One CRIPT super-layer under construction. The green WLS POFs are visible emerging 

from the bars and being bundled for later coupling to 64-channel multi-anode PMTs. 

Both the Upper and Lower Trackers are supported on a “cradle” made from rectangular 

aluminum tubing. The cradle provides stiff support for the positioning of the detectors, but 

reduces the amount of particle showers and multiple scattering compared to higher density 

materials. Figure 5 shows an empty cradle before being loaded with a detectors. 

 

Figure 5: Empty detector cradle. 
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3.5 Muon spectrometer 

The muon spectrometer (Figure 6) measures the muon momentum by measuring the horizontal 

displacements of the outgoing muon after it traverses two 10 cm thick iron slabs. Each iron layer 

is 4.0 m
2
. As the multiple scattering properties of the steel plates are known, it is possible to 

estimate a muon’s momentum. Since the multiple scattering experienced by a muon in the IV is 

dependent on the muon’s momentum, measuring the muon momentum allows a better 

tomographic image to be constructed (or for faster screening of cargo while maintaining the same 

detection and false alarm rates). 

 

Figure 6: Drawing of the muon spectrometer. 

Below each of the spectrometer’s iron slabs is a detector super-layer for measuring the horizontal 

displacement of the muon after scattering in the iron. The total weight of the spectrometer is  

11.2 metric tons, so it is the heaviest component of the CRIPT system. This large mass of iron is 

required in order to scatter the muons by a measurable amount. The assembly and engineering 

drawings for the spectrometer are shown in Annex D.  

3.6 Support tower 

Although not a part of the active detection system used for acquiring tomographic images, the 

support tower is integral to the functioning of the system. The tower, in blue in Figure 2, supports 

the upper detector cradle and the cargo bay. The cargo bay is 163 cm in height with a surface area 

of 4.0 m
2
. It was designed to accommodate a Type LD3 Unit Load Device (ULD) used to load 

freight and luggage in wide body aircrafts (See Annex D). The cargo rests on a 1.3 cm thick steel 

plate which will hold the ULD at full weight capacity (73 kg). The upper structure of the tower 

supports the upper detector cradle and a mezzanine with guard-rail for easy access and servicing 

of the detector. The mezzanine is accessed via a steel ladder. The lower tracker sits inside the 

support tower but is not supported by it; it sits on top of the muon spectrometer.  
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3.7 Data Acquisition System (DAQ) 

Two 64 pixel photomultiplier tubes (PMT) collect light from each detector plane. The PMT 

cathode receives the optical signal (generated by the scintillator when a muon passes through it) 

that is transmitted though WLS fibres (not shown). Figure 7 shows the layout of one multi-anode 

PMT readout arrangement. Every PMT has its own high-voltage board (HVB) which also hosts 

current, voltage, temperature and humidity sensors. The High Voltage (HV), typically -900 V, is 

set by a DC voltage provided by the slow control card (MSCB) directly connected to the HVB. 

The MSCB is actuated through an Ethernet connection. The analogue signals are digitized at  

50 mega-samples per second (Ms/s) by a 64-channel Front End (FE) board. The FE boards are 

mounted on the sides of the tracker cradles and the spectrometer. 

 

Figure 7: PMT and electronics layout arrangement. The high-voltage board (larger board on 

left) and the maximum integrated data acquisition system (MIDAS) slow control bus (smaller 

board on the right) are clearly visible. The multi-anode PMT and its optical fibre alignment 

“cookie” are mounted to the HV board. 

The digitized signals and time stamps from the FE board are transmitted to three Collector 

(COL) boards (one for each of UT, LT and SP). Each COL board, see Figure 8 and 9, can 

receive signals in parallel from up to eight FE cards. The COL board then produces coincidence 

events within a set time window using the FE card time stamps. Further coincidences between 

detector modules are tested for in the master COL. Further data processing is achieved by 

routing the output of the Master COL, over an Ethernet cable, to the back-end computer (BEC) 

for data analysis. Figure 9 shows the DAQ component layout. The four COL cards reside in 

metal frame housings as part of the cradle in front of each respective module. In total, the HV 

and DAQ electronics require less than 1500 W of electrical power.  
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Figure 8: DAQ layout arrangement. Each Front End (FE) card is attached, via High-Definition 

Multimedia Interface (HDMI) cable, to one of three collector cards. The signals from each collector 

card are sent to a master collector card. 
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Figure 9: Electronics module layout. This figure shows the physical layout of the collector cards 

and Back-End Computer (BEC). 

The DAQ system is controlled at the BEC by the MIDAS software program. MIDAS is a modern, 

multi-platform, open source data acquisition system developed at Paul Scherrer Institute 

(Switzerland) and TRIUMF (Vancouver); it is licensed under the general public license (GPL). It is 

run via a web-browser which allowed remote operation and control of CRIPT. For more 

information see http://midas.psi.ch/.  

Several CRIPT-specific additions were made to the MIDAS framework. Most significantly, 

several front-end processes were written to interface with, control, and read-back the DAQ 

hardware. Specifically, these control and read-back processes are responsible for receiving 

data from the DAQ devices and integrating that data into the MIDAS data-stream. Other 

front-end processes were written to monitor the status of the detector’s back-end computer 

and hardware devices. Finally, a number of interactive interfaces were created to control the 

operation of the individual hardware devices, such as the PMT voltage, read-back channel 

trigger thresholds, and coincidence filter parameters. The collected data are recorded in 

binary format using live compression and stored on local disks. All data were backed up to 

several remote sites for redundancy. A screenshot of the CRIPT MIDAS main control web 

page is shown in Figure 10. 

http://midas.psi.ch/
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Figure 10: MIDAS display for CRIPT. 
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4 Results  

The following section describes, at a high level, the results of the project. More in-depth results 

are beyond the scope of this report; however, detailed results have been published by individual 

project partners, and by the CRIPT collaboration as a whole [23–25]. The analysis of the 

technical data has continued for one year after data taking at Carleton stopped in April 2013. 

Further refinements to the analysis and subsequent results could be made in the future if there is 

sufficient motivation amongst any of the CRIPT collaborators. What follows is a sampling of 

some of the technical highlights.  

4.1 User requirements 

Defining user requirements for a muon tomography system was an important first step in the 

project. The two main potential users of a large muon tomography system are two of the project 

partners: CBSA and AECL.  

4.1.1 CBSA requirements: 

 In an operational environment (i.e., at a Canadian port), the throughput of shipping 

containers at a single terminal is approximately one every 30 seconds. As a result, a muon 

scattering tomography (MST) scan must be fast enough such that it doesn’t impede the flow 

of traffic at the port. In order to achieve this, the throughput at a MST system must be, on 

average ,approximately 30 seconds. If the scan time for a single container is 60 seconds, this 

throughput can be achieved with two MST systems running in parallel, or a single large 

MST system that can accommodate two containers at a time. 

 The false alarm rate must be low enough that the rate of cargo flow is not significantly 

decreased. A falser alarm rate of 1% (i.e., one cargo container out of one hundred triggers an 

alarm when no threat material is present) would cause a significant reduction in cargo flow, 

so the rate must be lower. 

 The detection probability for “significant quantities” of SNM (defined by the IAEA as 25 kg 

of Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) or 8 kg of weapons-grade Pu) must be “high” to justify 

the capital and operational expense of MST systems. Although no specific detection 

probability was decided upon, it is expected that the number should be 90% or greater. 

 For the CRIPT project, the goal was to scan a ULD, not a sea cargo container, as building a 

system that would accommodate the latter would have been beyond the resources of this 

Research and Development (R&D) project. The ULD provides an excellent proof-of-concept. 

 The CRIPT system must be scalable for use at a shipping port. These were not applied 

directly to the proof-of-concept device, but imposed boundaries on the technologies that 

were considered. 
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4.1.2 AECL requirements: 

 For the CRIPT project, the ability to scan a waste barrel (50 gallon) was desired. While it 

might ultimately be desirable to scan a dry storage device, this was beyond the limited 

budget of the CRTI project.  

 The CRIPT prototype had to be modular so that it could: 

 scan objects of different heights (e.g., objects taller than the ULD); and 

 be disassembled for transport from Ottawa to Chalk River to allow further testing 

and evaluating. 

4.2 Results from simulation studies 

An extensive modelling and simulation effort was undertaken in order to help design both small 

and large detector prototypes, and also to develop software that is vital to CRIPT. This software 

includes muon hit and track finding algorithms, and tomographic imaging algorithms.  

As one of the risk mitigation strategies laid out in the proposal [2], two muon detection/tracking 

technologies were investigated by designing and testing two small prototypes: drift chambers and 

extruded plastic scintillator trackers. 

 For the drift-chamber-based small prototype, the simulations assisted with determining: 

 the number, shape and size of chambers; 

 their placement and orientation; 

 the size and shape of the anodes and cathodes; 

 the optimal gas-fill (type, pressure and flow); 

 the HV settings; and 

 the read-out requirements. 

 For the scintillator-based prototype, the simulations assisted with determining the optimal: 

 number, shape and size of the scintillators; 

 their placement and orientation; and 

 the read-out requirements. 

Among the key parameters determined for the large prototype design were the following: 

 Minimum muon track angular resolution of ~5 milliradians. Due to space constraints for 

CRIPT, the maximum separation between tracking layers is 1.0 m. This leads to the spatial 

resolution requirements in the next bullet point. 

 Muon spatial (or “hit”) resolution ~ 3 mm is required in order to have “reasonable” material 

discrimination power (i.e., to be able to tell the difference between steel and lead); 2 mm 

resolution would reduce imaging times, but much better resolution (e.g., 1 mm) has rapidly 

diminishing returns. At 1 mm spatial resolution, the performance is limited by the number of 

muons detected. 
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 Simulation studies looked at the trade-off between cost and performance for the muon 

spectrometer. A short summary of the results follows:  

 Four steel layers gives the best resolution, but; 

 Two steel layers degrades the resolution by only 15%, while saving 11 tonnes of 

mass, and two additional detection layers (plus support electronics and computing 

requirements). The added cost and weight of four layers is not justified for the 

prototype;  

 Placing the steel slabs 100 cm apart provided better performance than 50 cm; 

however, space constraints required the smaller separation; and 

 Magnetizing the steel plates was investigated, but would not have provided a 

sufficient increase in momentum resolution to offset the large additional cost and 

complexity of producing multi-Tesla, internal magnetic fields. 

The original CRIPT charter called for a study on the efficacy of neutron detection for detecting 

SNM to augment the muon tomography system. It was recognised from the beginning that 

neutron detection has never been proven to be a satisfactory method for in-field SNM detection, 

and so it was decided that a separate theoretical study on its use for this work should be 

undertaken. This study would be followed by a “Go/No-go” decision on the continuation of 

neutron detection into an experimental phase. The results of this theoretical study were presented 

in [11]. A summary of this appears below.  

The International Safety Research (ISR) study was designed to determine the time required using 

neutron detection to positively identify SNM in a cargo container. The model for this consisted of 

surrounding the muon detection system completely (i.e., 4 geometry) with neutron detectors, 

and examining their response to neutrons generated by the SNM, from both spontaneous fission 

and Cosmic-ray induced neutrons.  

The neutron detectors simulated in the study were the same design as the Deep River Neutron 

Monitor (DRNM) detectors. Each of these detectors is a 183 cm long by 14.5 cm diameter 

stainless steel tube, filled with Boron tri-fluoride (BF3) gas (96% 
10

B) to a pressure of 0.27 atm. 

Their intrinsic efficiency for neutron detection was assumed to be 10%: a number verified by 

background measurements (around 2.1 cps for each detector). From 1957 until 1995, the DRNM 

system was used to monitor the flux of cosmic-ray-induced neutrons as a function of time. The 

DRNM detectors are now being stored in Sudbury, Ontario and are owned by Laurentian 

University. ISR staff visited Laurentian University to examine the counters during the course of 

the CRIPT project. 

For the simulation, the following parameters were used: 

– 4 coverage around the muon system, requiring 139 detectors (this is itself a problem as 

this is more than twice the number available); 

– SNM target of spherical, thick slab and thin slab geometries; and 

– SNM target enriched to 90 % 
235

U (making neutron production as low as reasonably 

expected without shielding). 
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Calculations were carried out using three methods: the MCNPX computer code, the Currie 

equation [12] and the method of Kouzes [13]. The three methods gave a range of minimum 

detectable times, ranging—for the spherical 
235

U—from about 30 s to over 120 s. Given that 

the calculations were performed for overly-optimistic geometries, it was decided not to pursue 

neutron detection further; this decision was ratified at the 2010 Project Review Committee 

(PRC) meeting [2]. 

4.3 Results from small-scale prototypes 

To verify the results of the simulations of the small-scale prototypes, and to understand the 

difficulty of constructing and operating systems based on the two detector technologies, two 

small prototypes were built. 

Both systems performed well (2 to 3 mm hit resolution and close to 100% muon detection 

efficiency), but ultimately it was decided to proceed with the scintillator-based system. This 

decision was made largely due to the robust nature of the plastic scintillator system. Besides 

being more robust in principle, the small prototype was transported by AAPS to a mine on 

Vancouver Island where it was used for geo-tomography. It ran problem-free for many months 

(after being moved by truck, boat and helicopter), hence proving its robustness.  

4.4 Results from large-scale prototype 

Between June and October 2012, the CRIPT system was commissioned as the assembly of muon 

detectors and their associated electronic was completed. By mid-October, the whole system was 

integrated and commissioned and the first tomographic images were generated. From October 2012 

to April 2013, CRIPT acquired data with a variety of different objects in the IV. These ranged 

from small stacks of lead bricks to an air cargo ULD filled with a variety of cargo. In addition to 

imaging different objects, the CRIPT tracking performance was carefully measured by 

performing runs with no cargo present. The following subsections summarize the performance of 

the CRIPT system and present some highlights of the tomographic images that were taken. 

4.4.1 CRIPT system performance 

Two of the key performance parameters for any muon tomography system are its muon detection 

efficiency and its muon hit resolution. These two parameters were measured in detail during runs 

in which no objects were situated in the IV. In order to achieve the best possible performance for 

detection efficiency and resolution, the operating parameters of the system (e.g., PMT voltage and 

analogue to digital converter (ADC) thresholds) had to be optimized, then the response of all the 

1,452 scintillator detectors had to be carefully calibrated. This was done in an iterative manner by 

modifying the PMT voltage and ADC thresholds and measuring the hit resolution for each 

voltage-threshold combination.  

PMT voltages: The PMT high voltages were varied between 800 V and 950 V and the average 

position resolution for each voltage was determined. The results of this optimization are shown in 

Figure 11. There was not a very strong dependence over this voltage range; however, since the 

best performance was achieved at 900 V, this value was chosen for all of the CRIPT data taking. 
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At higher voltages, the PMT gain is higher, but the ADCs saturate due to clipping of the 

waveforms from the PMT. An example of this clipping is shown in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 11: Average position resolution as a function of PMT high voltage. 

 

Figure 12: Pulse height distribution for scintillator bar 24 in plane 8 (in the upper tracker)  

when the PMT HV = 950 V. 
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Calibration of each detector channel: As mentioned previously, the response of each of the 

1,452 detectors is different. These differences can be due to a number of factors:  

 PMT channel gain (varies by up to a factor of two across a single 64-channel PMT; 

 the quality of the optical interface between the PMT and the WLS POF; 

 the mirror on the non-PMT end of each fibre; and 

 the optical qualities of each WLS POF and scintillator bar. 

In order to correct for these multiple effects, the charges from each detector are scaled by 

different amounts. The scaling factor is determined by plotting the mean of the charge distribution 

for each scintillator bar (measured in ADC counts) in a plane. An example of the distribution 

from one plane is shown in Figure 13. After the correction factor is applied, the mean charge 

distribution looks like Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13: The mean charge per channel in detector plane 7 before calibration. 
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Figure 14: The mean charge per channel in detector plane 7 after calibration. 

Detector plane localization: In addition to knowing the response of each of the plastic 

scintillator detectors, the exact location of each detector is also required to achieve the best 

possible performance. A rough measurement of these locations was performed using laser 

levellers; the accuracy achieved was on the order of a few mm. In order to achieve better results 

(and make the detector position uncertainty negligible compared to other effects), the 

trajectories of millions of muons were analyzed when no objects were present in the IV. In this 

analysis, the positions of all the detectors were varied (in three dimensions, including rotations 

of the detector planes) until the track residual distributions
2
 were as narrow as possible. This 

was an iterative process that led to detector position uncertainties of a few hundred microns or 

less. Figure 15 shows the differences in the track residual distributions before and after the 

detector plane locations were corrected by this analysis. The means of these distributions 

indicate the bias on the position measurements. 

                                                      
2
 A track residual for each detector plane is the difference (in mm) between the estimate of a hit in a 

detector layer, and the best fit location of the muon through that layer (using a linear fit for the muon 

trajectory).  
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Figure 15: Track hit residuals before (black) and after (red) software correction of the detector positions. 
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Detector efficiencies: The muon detection efficiency of each detector plane was measured in a 

number of dedicated runs by modifying the standard trigger definition. Instead of requiring each 

of the detector planes in the upper and lower trackers to register a valid hit, the detector layer 

under study (one for each run) was left out of the trigger requirement. The data were then 

analyzed to determine whether a valid hit occurred in the detector plane; a hit was considered 

valid if it was within a few cm of the best fit trajectory of the track (excluding the layer under 

study). The results of this plane-by-plane efficiency analysis are shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Hit detection efficiency for the lower and upper trackers. 

Detector position resolution: The position (hit) resolution of each detector plane was measured 

as a function of position on each plane. The resolution was expected to vary as a function of the 

location on each plane for a number of reasons: 

 The 121 detectors in each detector layer have different light yields. 

 The WLS POFs vary in length depending on their position within each layer (bars on the 

outside have the longest fibres while the central fibre is the shortest). 

 The total light collected from a bar depends on the quality of the mirror at the end of each 

fibre, and the location along the bar that the muon passed through (the closer to the PMT 

end, the more light that is collected). 

Figure 17 shows an example of how the hit resolution varies across a single detector plane. In this 

case, the length of the bars are along the y-direction (so this planes measures the x-coordinate of 

muon tracks) Although there is variation for region-to-region on the plane, the overall trend is 

that detectors on the outside (in x) and regions farther from the PMTs (large y) tend to have worse 

resolution. The aggregated resolution along the lengths of all the bars in each detector has also 

been determined in order to verify the overall trend of light-loss as a function of distance from the 

PMT-end of each bar. Figure 18 shows this relationship. 
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Figure 17: Hit resolution as a function of position for detector plane 10. The colour scale is 

resolution in mm. 
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Figure 18: Hit resolution as a function of length along the bars in each plane. The length is 

measured by the bars in the orthogonal plane in the same super-layer, or “transverse bar”). The 

red plots are for data and the black are Monte Carlo simulated data. 

The overall resolution for each detector layer is indicated in Figure 19. The mean resolution is 

3.5 mm for the whole system. These numbers include the effects of multiple scattering in each of 

the detector layers. In order to understand the “intrinsic” resolution of each detector plane  

(i.e., the resolution without the effect of multiple scattering), Monte Carlo (MC) simulated data 

are used: the MC is carefully tuned until it reproduces the data for variables of importance to the 

detector resolution. It is important to understand the separate effects of multiple scattering and the 

intrinsic resolution as this information is vital for making future, improved designs of muon 

tomography systems. Figure 20 shows the intrinsic resolution for each detector plane. As 

expected, the mean intrinsic resolution (2.51 mm) is smaller than the mean “raw” resolution 

results that include multiple scattering (3.5 mm). 
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Figure 19: Hit resolution for each of the detector planes in the lower and upper trackers. Both 

real data (red) and Monte Carlo data are shown. 

 

Figure 20: Intrinsic hit resolution for each of the detector planes. The average intrinsic 

resolution (2.51 mm) is shown by the red line. 
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These resolution results are consistent with the design expectations for the full-scale CRIPT. 

Overall, the resolution is slightly worse than for the small prototype (~ 2 mm for vertical tracks) 

due to the longer WLS POFs and the increased material (due to more layers) causing increased 

multiple scattering. 

Spectrometer performance: The CRIPT spectrometer was designed to estimate the momentum of 

muons passing through it. It is very difficult to assess its performance with only data, so simulation 

studies were used extensively to understand the spectrometer. Figure 21 shows a comparison 

between the “true”, simulated muon momenta (Psim) and the “reconstructed” (or measured) 

momentum (Prec) from our detailed, GEANT4 MC model of CRIPT. There is a clear correlation 

between Prec and Psim; the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.43. This corresponds to a momentum 

resolution of approximately 34% for the majority of reconstructed muons (see Figure 22). 

There is also a bias in the momentum reconstruction, but this can be corrected for the image 

reconstruction analysis. 

 

Figure 21: Reconstructed muon momentum (Prec) vs simulated muon momentum (Psim). The 

simulated muon spectrum is from the CRY generator [25]. 
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Figure 22: Difference between the reconstructed and simulated muon momenta, normalized to 

the simulated momentum. The red, partial Gaussian is a fit to this distribution (sigma = 33.7%). 

The efficiency to reconstruct the momentum of each muon depends on its momentum: higher 

momentum muons scatter less, so are less likely to significant displacements in the spectrometer. 

The resulting reconstruction efficiency as a function of simulated momentum is shown in 

Figure 23. The efficiency peaks at 78% for 500 MeV muons, then falls off to less than 10% 

above 3500 MeV. When the momentum reconstruction algorithm fails, it returns one of two 

error codes, depending on whether the lack of convergence occurred at high or low momentum. 

This is still useful information as the momentum distribution of each of these populations is 

significantly different (and could be useful for tomographic studies).  
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Figure 23: Efficiency to reconstruct each simulated muon as a function  

of the simulated muon momentum. 

The challenge with analyzing the spectrometer performance using real data only is that on an 

event-by-event basis, we had no means of determining the momentum of each muon, independent 

from the spectrometer. We did, however, compare the measured momentum spectrum to the 

expected spectrum from Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 24 shows there is reasonable agreement 

between the simulated and real data. 
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Figure 24: Reconstructed atmospheric muon momentum spectra for data and Monte Carlo. 

4.4.2 Tomographic images 

After the CRIPT system was optimized for hit and track finding, a variety of objects was placed 

in the IV to demonstrate that tomographic images could be reconstructed. The first object that 

was reconstructed was a small stack of lead bricks. Afterward, “CRIPT” was spelled out with 

standard 20 cm × 10 cm × 5 cm lead bricks and reconstructed. Figure 25 shows a photograph of 

the lead bricks and the tomographic image reconstructed with the PoCA algorithm described in 

Section 3.2.1. 
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Figure 25: Photograph of “CRIPT” written in lead bricks and the reconstructed tomographic 

image. The colours on the tomographic image indicate the average scattering in each pixel. 

Figure 25 shows many of the features that are typical of muon tomographic images produced 

by CRIPT: 

 The quality of the reconstruction is best in the middle of the IV volume (the middle of the 

image), as this is the region with the greatest number of muons passing through. This is 

simply due to the geometry of the system. If muon trackers were added to the sides of the 

IV, this effect would be eliminated. 

 There is some blurring of the letters due to having to project the tracks from the trackers into 

the IV. 

 There is a small amount of “noisy” pixels near the middle of the image. This is due to  

mis-reconstructed tracks (i.e., the wrong hit candidate was used in a detector layer, or the 

true hit candidate was dropped due to buffer overflows in the DAQ system). 

Material discrimination: In order to test CRIPT’s ability to discriminate different types of 

metals, four different 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm metal cubes (tungsten, copper, lead, steel) were 

placed in the IV on a table. Figure 26 shows a photograph of the setup and the resulting 

tomographic image using the PoCA algorithm. The colour scale shows that the high-Z material 

(tungsten and lead) are easily distinguishable from the medium-Z material (steel and copper). 
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Figure 26: Photograph of four metal, 1.0 L cubes and their tomographic image (from the top left, 

clockwise): tungsten, copper, lead, steel. These data were acquired to demonstrate CRIPT’s 

material discrimination ability. 

Figure 27 shows a tomographic image of a different set of cubes (tungsten, copper, brass and 

aluminum). This figure shows that the aluminum cube is essentially transparent in CRIPT (i.e., no 

cube appears in the image). This is due to the very low mean scattering angle of muons through 

10 cm of aluminum. The scattering is consistent with the angular resolution of the system, so no 

cube appears. This is very convenient if one is not interested in low-Z material, but is a limitation 

if one is concerned with lower-Z materials. The ability to image low-Z material can be improved 

by improving the angular resolution of the muon trackers. Increasing the angular resolution 

implies increased cost, so the specifications for any future muon tomography systems should 

reflect the requirements for contraband detection. 
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Figure 27: Four metal, 1.0 L cubes and their tomographic image (from the top left, clockwise): 

tungsten, copper, brass, aluminum. 

A simple quantitative analysis of the tomographic data from Figure 27 was performed by creating 

histograms of the average (median) scattering angle of each of the pixels in the metal cubes in the 

tomographic image. A separate histogram was created for each metal cube. Figure 28 shows the 

histograms. As expected, high-Z (tungsten), medium-Z (brass and copper) and low-Z material 

(aluminum) are easily discriminated. The median scattering angle was used for each pixel as it is 

a more robust estimator of scattering than the mean scattering angle
3
. 

 

Figure 28: Histograms of the median scattering angles of the pixels in the 

 tomographic data from the previous figure. The aluminum (Al) cube 

 did not produce measurable scattering so there is no histogram for it. 

Image resolution: As mentioned previously, the muon tracks from the upper and lower trackers 

must be extrapolated (projected) into the imaging volume to create an image. The finite angular 

resolution of the trackers results in finite image resolution. As the angular resolution is 

                                                      
3
 The mean of a distribution is generally more sensitive to outliers than the median. In order to use a more 

robust estimator of the “average” of a distribution, the median is often employed in imaging applications. 
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approximately 5 mrad and the extrapolation is typically 80 cm (half of the IV height), the image 

resolution can be expected to be approximately 4 cm. Figure 29 shows that the tomographic data 

taken with differentially spaced lead bricks support this hypothesis. In the image, the lead blocks 

that are 4 cm apart are barely resolved. The 5 cm gap is more clearly visible. 

 

Figure 29: Variably spaced lead bricks show the resolving power within the IV. 

Air cargo container: An air cargo container was provided by Air Canada, via CBSA, for 

imaging studies. The container was loaded with boxes containing various objects, ranging in 

density and Z from clothing to steel. While the low density, low Z material was not visible in the 

muon tomographic, the steel plates that were contained in two briefcases were clearly visible. 

Figure 30 shows a typical image that was generated from these scans. 
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Figure 30: Steel plates hidden inside air cargo container (unit load device, or ULD). 

Shielding and void study: To study CRIPT’s ability to discriminate hollow dense objects from 

solid dense objects, two lead targets were placed in the IV. Both had external dimensions of  

20 cm × 20 cm × 30 cm (length, width, height), but one (a lead pig for storing radioactive 

sources) had a 5 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm void in the middle. Figure 31 shows the tomographic image of 

the two: the hollow lead object is clearly different from the solid lead object, indicating that voids 

can be detected. This could be valuable for identifying the smuggling the radioactive sources that 

would otherwise be undetected by standard, passive gamma or neutron radiation detectors. 
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Figure 31: Scan of 20 cm × 20 cm × 30 cm solid lead box (left) and hollow lead pig (right) with 

the same outer dimensions, but with a 5 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm void inside. 

Waste barrel simulant scan: A 55-gallon barrel was partially filled with paraffin wax blocks 

and a 20 cm × 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm tungsten rod was placed approximately in the middle of the 

barrel. These materials were chosen to simulate a nuclear material waste barrel that could contain 

mostly low-Z material with a small amount of high-Z (possibly nuclear) material inside. For 

security and safety purposes, it is important to quantify the amount of high-Z material in waste 

barrels. With a long imaging time (eight hours) the tungsten rod is clearly visible inside the barrel 

(see Figure 32). The thin (3 mm) steel barrel is also visible.  
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Figure 32: Scan of simulated nuclear waste barrel. The 55-gallon barrel contains paraffin wax 

blocks and a tungsten rod (simulating a fuel rod). 

Depleted uranium scans: On two occasions, a 23 cm diameter, 180 kg Depleted Uranium (DU) 

sphere was scanned in CRIPT. The total length of the first scan was eight hours, the second lasted 

five days. The inset picture in Figure 32 shows the DU sphere sitting on its steel ring and 

aluminum legs support in CRIPT. The tomographic image in Figure 33 is a three-dimensional 

view of the sphere. The legs are not visible in the reconstructed image due to the low scattering 

density of the 3 cm thick, aluminum legs. A faint purple colour at the bottom of the image 

indicates the location of the ¼ inch steel plate on which all targets sat in the CRIPT IV.  
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Figure 33: Depleted uranium sphere (on steel and aluminum support) scanned in CRIPT. 

The DU data set was split into many short sub-runs varying from 30 seconds to two minutes 

long. These sub-runs were used to study the true positive rates for DU detection. DU has the 

same muon scattering properties as Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) and Weapons-Grade 

Plutonium (WGPu) so these results are highly relevant for assessing CRIPT’s ability to perform 

SNM detection. The following sub-section summarizes the results of detailed studies with the 

DU sphere. 

4.4.3 Material discrimination and Receiver-Operator Characteristic 
(ROC) curves 

DU sphere: In order to study, in a quantitative manner, CRIPT’s ability to detect SNM material 

(or a simulant, in this case, DU), Receiver-Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves were generated 

for different data taking lengths, from 30 to 120 seconds. Figure 34 shows a typical ROC curve 

produced for this study. The vertical axis, the True Positive Fraction (TPF), indicates the fraction 

of trials in which the DU was correctly identified in the allotted time (one, two or four minutes). 

The horizontal axis, the False Positive Fraction (FPF), indicates the fraction of trials (in which no 

DU was present) that DU was incorrectly identified as being present. For these studies, the 

Pitchfork Algorithm (see Section 3.2.1) was used with “cluster-summing” and “background 

subtraction” for tomographic image reconstruction. 
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Figure 34: Receiver-Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves for depleted uranium sphere 

detection. The three curves (pink, red, green) are for data taking periods of four, two, and one 

minute(s), respectively. The vertical and horizontal axes are the True Positive Fraction (TPF) 

and False Positive Fraction (FPF). 

Figure 34 shows that the ability to detect the DU improves as the length of the data taking run 

increases. This shows that with the current CRIPT configuration, material discrimination is 

statistics limited. There is some fluctuation in the ROC curves due to the small sample size but it 

is clear that more data is advantageous. 

Lead stack: Further material discrimination studies were performed with a 20 cm × 20 cm × 20 cm 

stack of standard, lead bricks. ROC curves were generated for different run lengths and 

with/without momentum information. Figure 35 shows the curves for 75 and 80 second run 

lengths without momentum information, and 60 second run lengths with momentum information. 

The performance is similar between the long runs without momentum and the short runs with 

momentum. Figure 36 shows the performance with and without momentum information from 

CRIPT’s spectrometer. As expected, the performance improves as muon momentum information 

is added. This is one of the novel features and CRIPT and constitutes the first demonstration of 

the advantage of measuring momentum. For an FPF of 2%, the TPF is increased from 77% to 

92% with momentum information added. 
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Figure 35: Receiver-Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves for lead detection.  

The red line data include momentum information. The blue and green  

curves are for longer runs without momentum. 
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Figure 36: Receiver-Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves for lead detection  

with and without muon momentum information. 

4.4.4 Machine learning and expert systems 

Many approaches to machine learning and expert systems were attempted throughout the project. 

Machine learning algorithms have also been investigated for muon tomography by the Bristol 

University muon tomography group [26]. Initially, a software package called Waikato 

Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [27] was used to run the machine learning and 

expert systems algorithms. Later in the project the ROOT package was used [28]. The expert 

system that was used had poor performance [29]. Three types of tests were tried with machine 

learning. The first used machine learning on raw, simulated hit and track data for a depleted 

uranium sphere in a cargo container; this approach provided results which were worse than the 

expert system. The second method was to use a hybrid approach that combined an expert system 

with machine learning; this approach gave results which were slightly better than the expert 

approach, but still very far away from the CBSA requirement. The third approach turned out to be 

the most promising. This approach voxelized the imaging volume (as was done with imaging 

algorithms) and applied the hybrid approach. This vastly improved the results so that a false 

positive fraction of 28% was achieved for a true positive fraction of 99% when analyzing the 

simulated depleted uranium sphere data in 60 second runs. This is still far from the CBSA 

requirement, but a large improvement over the non-voxelized results. It is not, however, superior 

to the results using imaging algorithms (see the previous sub-section). Further research could be 

performed in this area as not all the parameter space was investigated. Also only off-the-shelf 
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algorithms were used (decision trees, nearest neighbours, neural networks, and others); novel 

algorithms could also be investigated in the future. 

4.5 Capabilities 

4.5.1 SNM detection 

CRIPT has demonstrated that is can detect and image significant quantities of SNM. It is the first 

plastic scintillator-based system to do this. It has also demonstrated that using muon momentum 

information improves the SNM detection capability. However, to meet operational requirements 

for cargo scanning, SNM detection must be performed quickly. The time requirements for 

scanning sea cargo containers at Canada’s ports are very demanding: on average, one container 

must be processed every 30 seconds. In addition, CBSA requires close to a 100% TPF, while at 

the same time requiring less than a 1% FPF. CRIPT has not demonstrated that these operational 

requirements can be met yet by a muon tomography system. However, CRIPT was designed to be 

a proof-of-concept prototype and not an operational system. In addition, in the course of carrying 

out the project, many areas have been identified where improvements can be made to reduce the 

required scanning times, while maintaining the required TPF and FPF values. A significant 

simulation effort (that is outside the scope of this project) could be carried out in the future if 

adequate resources were made available to provide a reliable assessment of the likelihood of 

achieving the border security performance goals in the future. 

4.5.2 Nuclear non-proliferation and treaty verification 

AECL has performed detailed simulations and is currently taking real data to show that muon 

tomography may improve the accuracy of assessing the contents of spent fuel storage containers 

[4]. This application does not have the stringent time requirements that are so challenging for 

cargo scanning at borders. This could be achieved with unattended and/or remotely-monitored 

operation of a muon tomography system. In order to test the efficacy of muon tomography for this 

application, CRIPT was re-located from Carleton University to AECL’s Chalk River Laboratories 

in May 2013, and began a second data-taking phase in November 2013. Measurements with 

nuclear fuel bundles have been underway since July 2014. The results from these trials will 

provide a better understanding of muon tomography for this application.  

4.5.3 Nuclear waste characterization 

Like nuclear non-proliferation applications, AECL’s waste characterization process allows for 

more scanning time than cargo scanning. As such, the use of the CRIPT system may prove to be 

ideal. Placing unknown waste in the system for as long as is required to characterize it may be a 

feasible option. Now that CRIPT is installed at AECL, work continues to determine the best 

applications for this technology.  
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4.5.4 Military applications 

In addition to fixed-site scanning, mobile muon tomography may be applicable for the Canadian 

Armed Forces (CAF). Development work is currently underway at DRDC Ottawa to determine 

whether the CRIPT muon detectors can be miniaturized to the extent necessary for a portable 

system for the CAF. This work is ongoing, with a preliminary report expected for 2018. 

4.6 Partnerships and networks 

Besides the wealth of data on tomographic scanning, the greatest benefit derived from this project 

is the highly productive collaboration of many national laboratories. This collaboration has placed 

Canada in the forefront of muon tomography and earned the country international respect in this field. 

Foreign investment, has come in the form of expertise as well as data and resource sharing: 

 The Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) has hosted visits by CRIPT team members and 

has twice has sent representatives to visit Canada (Ottawa and Chalk River). They have 

provided: 

 simulated event data; 

 proprietary image reconstruction code; and 

 ongoing support to the project partners for code application. 

4.7 Lessons learned 

Image reconstruction code: The initial project plan for image reconstruction algorithm 

development called for implementing ML/EM (Maximum Likelihood/Expectation Maximization) 

code, as had been done by some other muon tomography groups (e.g., Los Alamos National 

Laboratories (US) (LANL) and Italian National institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Padova). 

Instead, a novel algorithm, the SDE algorithm (see Section 3.2.1 for details), was used as the 

primary image reconstruction code. While an ML/EM code was developed at AECL, its 

implementation, especially with real data, proved problematic. This is an area for future work in 

any follow-on work from CRIPT. The SDE algorithm is a variant of Point of Closest Approach 

(PoCA) algorithms, and while fast, does not make optimal use of the muon scattering 

information. 

Neutron detection: With a realistic neutron detection system, the flux of neutrons from a  

sub-critical mass of highly enriched uranium is too small to be detected above the variations in 

naturally-occurring neutron background. This is to say that, in an uncontrolled environment (such 

as a port-of-entry) detection of excess neutrons would require directional neutron discrimination 

and/or, extremely long counting times. In the future, a multimodal detection system may include 

neutrons for plutonium detection, but that will require an investment greater than what was 

available for the CRIPT project.  

Momentum discrimination: Muon momentum measurements have proven to be beneficial to 

both confidence levels of detection and scan times. The height of CRIPT’s spectrometer was 

approximately 1.0 m. This was not an ideal height for momentum measurements (taller would 
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have improved the performance), but this was the maximum height that was available due to the 

height restrictions of Carleton University’s Department of Physics Assembly Area. Alternatively, 

if the position resolution of the muon detectors in the spectrometer had been better (than the 

measured 2.5 mm intrinsic resolution), the performance would have been improved. 

Budget-performance trade-offs: In any development project, there are always trade-offs 

between cost and performance. For CRIPT, there were many, many trade-off decisions to be 

made. Some of the major ones are listed below: 

1. Detector area vs. detector performance: with a fixed budget the detectors could be large or 

high resolution, but not both. 

2. Tracking performance vs. spectrometer performance: within the fixed height allowed at 

Carleton (5.3 m), the performance of the spectrometer and trackers had to be balanced. The 

larger the separation between the tracking or spectrometer layers, the better the performance 

for each. In the end, the decision was made to allocate approximately 1 m in height to each of 

the UT, LT and spectrometer, leaving just under 2 m for the imaging volume. For an 

operational muon tomography system, a careful optimization of the relative heights should be 

performed. 

3. Novel DAQ system: the decision was made to develop new, custom electronics to read-out 

the CRIPT PMTs. This entailed a high development cost, but in the long run should lead to 

cheaper electronics costs for future muon tomography systems. Off-the-shelf electronics were 

deemed to be too expensive for a full-scale system, though may have been feasible for this 

small-scale, prototype project. The DAQ electronics worked extremely well, so this part of 

the project is deemed to have been very successful. 

Machine learning: The results obtained with machine learning algorithms were inferior to the 

results obtained with imaging algorithms. More research could be done in this area, but it is not 

clear if it is likely to yield better results. 

High cost of moving CRIPT: The initial project plan called for CRIPT to be moved from 

Carleton University to Chalk River Laboratories for SNM testing. The cost of this move had not 

been estimated due to the design of CRIPT not being known at the beginning of the project. As it 

turned out, the cost was prohibitive under the project budget by the time CRIPT was completed. 

Thankfully, AECL was able to fund the move themselves with internal funds (~$300k). The cost 

of re-assembling CRIPT at Chalk River Laboratories was also very expensive if one considered 

the person-hours required (close to half a million dollars at standard, internal AECL rates). 

Cost of developing two prototypes: Drift chambers were developed for potential use in CRIPT, 

but ultimately were not adopted. A significant amount of time (one year of Carleton’s CRIPT 

group’s time) and money (~$170k) went into this development. If these resources had been 

allocated to scintillator detector development, or image reconstruction code, the project could 

have finished sooner, or with even better results. However, if the decision had been made to 

proceed with drift chambers instead, we might have built a system that did not perform as reliably 

as the scintillator-based system. In hindsight, it was a probably a wise hedge to develop small 

prototype detectors. 
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Optical coupling: Coupling the WLS fibre to the extruded scintillators seemed straightforward, 

but some problems were encountered, especially in some of the detector layers in the 

spectrometer. In future, a more reliable, robust method should be developed for ensuring that 

fibres stay in a fixed position very close to the PMTs. Also, maximizing the light transfer from 

the scintillating bars to the WLS fibres was not achieved. Mineral oil was tested as an optical 

coupler in these gaps, but the oil turned out to be incompatible with the scintillator. It is believed 

that some impurity in the mineral oil depolymerized the polystyrene scintillator resulting in 

optical clouding and fragility. Fortunately, this problem was discovered in small-scale tests before 

the mineral oil was added to all 1,452 bars. Having done so could have been a catastrophic 

disaster for CRIPT. Testing is ongoing at DRDC Ottawa to find an easy-to-use optical coupler 

that is compatible with both the fibres and bars. 

Data analysis and software development: The push to complete the construction of the CRIPT 

hardware resulted in less time being available for software development than was ideal. As a 

result, it took almost 18 months for the data analysis software (including tracking and momentum 

estimation codes) to be finalized. This resulted in a long delay before high quality analyses could 

be completed. Fortunately, these coding and analysis efforts were partially funded by other 

DRDC muon tomography projects (ARP 06dp and 06dc) that required the same software for 

portable, military system design (see Section 4.5.4).  

Collaborating with a large number of groups: CRIPT was built, operated and had its data 

analyzed by several groups dispersed across Canada. The integration of the different sub-systems, 

and especially the software with the hardware posed many challenges. These challenges would 

likely not have been overcome without frequent, clear communication between the different 

groups. Teleconferences were held a minimum of once every two weeks to achieve this. In 

addition, one or two face-to-face meetings were held each year of the project. In retrospect, more 

frequent face-to-face meetings could have been beneficial, especially at the start of the project. 

There is no substitute for the opportunity to speak in person and be able to write on white-boards, 

pieces of paper, napkins, etc. Explaining complicated algorithms or hardware over the telephone 

can be challenging. Also, having the opportunity to get to know the collaborators better outside of 

formal meetings improved the collegiality, mutual trust and understanding for all involved. 
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5 Transition and exploitation 

As an R&D project, CRIPT’s transition and exploitation plan are of a limited nature, but are by 

no means insignificant. 

5.1 Transition to end users  

All experimental results and archived data remain accessible to the partner groups and will 

continue to be exploited. The CRIPT system has been moved to AECL where it will continue to 

provide insight and produce new data that will be shared among the end-user and scientific 

communities, both domestic and international. 

5.1.1 Follow-on commercial development 

The R&D project produced a proof-of-concept system that is producing excellent data for 

research purposes. As a proof-of-concept device, there is no immediate plan for commercial 

development; however two companies who were not involved in CRIPT have recently enquired 

about our technology: (1) ATLAS Logistics, an Indian company responsible for cargo scanning at 

a port in India, and (2) Rafael, a large Israeli defence and security company. Talks are ongoing 

between CRIPT collaborators and these companies. One the project roles of Advanced Applied 

Physics Solutions, an National Research Council (NRC) Centre of Excellence for 

commercialization of technology, is to facilitate the transition of this technology to a commercial 

application, so they are leading these discussions.  

There are also ongoing negotiations between AECL and the United Kingdom (UK)’s National 

Nuclear Laboratory (NNL) about the possibility of partnering in future, follow-on muon 

tomography work as NNL and the University of Glasgow have recently developed a very small 

scintillating fibre muon tomography system for waste characterization [30]. 

5.2 Intellectual Property (IP) disposition 

The IP disposition shall continue to follow the plan recorded in the CRIPT Project Charter [10]. 

The relevant section is reproduced below: 

Background IP and new IP  

Each project participant shall retain all right, title, and interest in and to all inventions, 

improvements, or discoveries that were conceived or made: 

 prior to the commencement of the project solely by one or more employees of that 

participant (“Background IP”);  

 during the performance of the project in collaboration with project partners, if such 

improvements/modifications were made to an existing proprietary system; 
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 during the performance of the project solely by one or more employees of that participant 

(“New IP”). 

Joint IP  

The parties whose employees have jointly conceived or made an invention, improvement or 

discovery during the performance of the project shall jointly own all right, title and interest in 

and to such inventions, improvements, or discoveries (“Joint IP”), except where such is applied 

to existing proprietary material.  

Grant of rights 

Each project participant grants the Crown a non-exclusive, royalty free right to use the 

Background IP, New IP and Joint IP for research related to the project for the duration of the 

project, but not for commercial, purposes. This includes all project participants to the level of 

subcontractors.  

5.3 Public information recommendations 

CRIPT held an open house for local media at Carleton University in April 2013. The event was 

well-attended by CRIPT collaborators and print, radio and TV media outlets. Stories appeared 

that day and the next in the Ottawa Citizen, CFRA, CBC Radio 1, and Radio Canada. No further 

news events are planned, but are possible if additional, newsworthy results are achieved.  
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6 Conclusion  

CRIPT was a highly successful R&D project involving seven different collaborating groups. It is 

the first (and only) muon tomography system in Canada and was the first in the world to employ: 

1. plastic scintillator-based muon tracking; and 

2. a muon spectrometer. 

It was important to demonstrate that plastic scintillator could be used in a cost-effective manner 

for muon tracking as it is a robust technology that holds great promise for any future, commercial 

system. It was also important to demonstrate the positive impact of using a muon spectrometer to 

measure the momenta of muons on an event-by-event basis. Adding momentum information 

allowed for shorter scan times while maintaining the same performance.  

A number of improvements were identified which would lead to a better muon tomography 

system if a follow-on project to CRIPT ever occurs. While CRIPT did not demonstrate that the 

stringent time constraints of cargo scanning can be met by muon tomography, there is still cause 

for optimism.  

AECL has been actively pursuing other, non-cargo-scanning applications for muon tomography. 

Data taking and analysis is ongoing at Chalk River. The applicability of muon tomography to 

nuclear waste characterization and spent nuclear fuel verification might be more feasible than 

cargo scanning due to the greatly reduced time constraints. 

DRDC is also continuing to study muon tomography for mobile military applications for the 

CAF. Experiments and simulation studies are ongoing with the goal of miniaturizing CRIPT 

detectors to the point where they are portable and robust enough for military operations. 
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Annex A Project team 

The following table lists the PRC members for the CRIPT project along with contact information. 

Table A.1: CRIPT project team (PRC level).  

Title Name Phone E-mail Address 

 
Project Champion 

(Chair) 
Mr. Paul Pulsifer 613-998-2569 Paul.Pulsifer@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 

Core Members 

Project Manager Dr. David Waller 613-998-9985 David.Waller@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 

Portfolio Manager Mr. Ian Summerell 613-943-2504 Ian.Summerell@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 

Health Canada 

Management Rep. 
Mr. Brian Ahier 613-954-6647 Brian.Ahier@hc-sc.gc.ca  

AECL Dr. Bhaskar Sur 
613-584-8811 x 

46331 
surb@aecl.ca 

CBSA Dr. Phil Lightfoot 613-954-2207 phil.lightfoot@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca 

AAPS 
Dr. Colin H. W. 

Jones 
604-628-3346  cjones@aapsinc.com  

Carleton 

University 

Dr. Kimberly 

Matheson 
613-520-3570 VPRI@carleton.ca 

LANL Dr. Andrew Jason 505-665-2904 AJason@lanl.gov 

ISR Management 

Representative 
Mr. Mike McCall 613-241-4884 McCall@I-S-R.ca  

Associate Members 

Scientific Advisor Dr. Chris Steer 
011 44 

118950242 
Chris.Steer@awe.co.uk; 

mailto:Maria.Rey@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
mailto:David.Waller@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
mailto:Ian.Summerell@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
mailto:Brian.Ahier@hc-sc.gc.ca
mailto:surb@aecl.ca
mailto:Sylvain.Coulombe@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
mailto:cjones@aapsinc.com
mailto:VPRI@carleton.ca
mailto:AJason@lanl.gov
mailto:McCall@I-S-R.ca
mailto:Chris.Steer@awe.co.uk
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Annex B Project performance summary 

B.1 Technology Readiness Level of deliverable (TRL) 

An increase of TRL from a level of three (Analytical and experimental critical function and/or 

characteristic proof-of-concept) to approximately six (Concept, process, system/subsystem model 

or prototype demonstration in a relevant, high-fidelity environment) has been demonstrated. 

The high-fidelity environment refers more to the ULD with the single-blind test, than to the 

physical location. However, since the move to AECL it is being employed in one of the potential 

end-user’s real-world environments. 

B.2 Schedule performance summary:  

Not surprisingly for a four year R&D project there were delays that occurred intermittently 

throughout the life of the project. A brief summary of the delays and their effects are listed below: 

Contracting issues: 

Initial contracting delays at Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC) for the 

ISR and Carleton contracts with DRDC Ottawa jeopardized the early deliverables and the 

schedule. These delays amounted to nearly a year where ISR and Carleton worked at a reduced 

level (compared to the original plan) without a contract in place, to reduce the impact to the 

project. Pre-contractual work clauses ensured that Carleton and ISR were reimbursed for their 

effort; however, schedule slippage did occur (approximately two months). 

Construction delays: 

At the start of this project, there were two competing system designs. One used drift chambers, 

which offered the potential advantage of cost, experience (project personnel had worked 

extensively on drift chamber development before), and availability of components. The second 

design was based on extruded plastic scintillators, which offered the potential advantages of 

ruggedness and ease of assembly. A small prototype of each design was built, but delays in 

construction led to delays in testing and evaluating. This delayed the final decision on system 

design by approximately three months. 

Certification delays: 

Minor delays have occurred frequently with several regulatory or certification issues: 

 Building codes for the system had to be verified due to the ladder and the walkway for the 

upper tracker. 

 Earthquake certification had to be obtained due to the size and weight of the system. 

In total this resulted in a delay of less than one month. 
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Data analysis delays:  

Although the preliminary data analyses were completed immediately after each data set was 

collected, a thorough re-analysis of the data was conducted from January 2013 to March 2014, 

with a six month contracting delay between April 2013 and October 2013. The re-analysis by two 

contractors was funded by two different DRDC projects studying muon tomography for military 

applications (ARP 06dp and 06dc). This re-analysis led to a significant delay in the finalization of 

this close-out report and related conference presentations and a scientific journal article (to be 

submitted to the journal Nuclear Instruments and Methods). 

Summary of delays: 

The net effect of the non-analysis delays resulted in an extension of the end date from  

December 2012 to March 2013. This decision was ratified during the 2012 PRC meeting. Table 

B.1 shows the actual versus planned schedule. It can be seen that with very few exceptions 

(notably this close-out report), the schedule did not deviate by more than a few months. 

Table B.1: Comparison of planned to actual schedule. 

 Task # Milestone 
Planned 

Completion Date 

Actual 

Completion Date 

1.  Project Approval-in-principle  March 2009 March 2009 

2.  Project Implementation Workshop April 2009 April 2009 

3.  Project Implementation Begins April 2009 April 2009 

4.  Project Charter and Signatures Completed June 2009 June 2009 

5.  Operational analysis of CBSA requirements June 2009 June 2010 

6.  Detector simulation studies  December 2009 June 2010 

7.  PWGSC Contract Awarded February 2010 April 2010 

8.  Test of first prototype complete June 2010 June 2010 

9.  SNM detection simulations complete July 2010 July 2010 

10.  Neutron simulations complete July 2010 July 2010 

11.  Detector design optimization studies September 2010 September 2010 

12.  Primary detector development begins October 2010 December 2010 

13.  
Final design of muon tracker, electronics and 

trigger system 
February 2011 June 2011 

14.  Integrate momentum discriminators May 2012 May 2012 

15.  
Image reconstruction simulation studies 

complete 
September 2011 September 2011 

16.  
Construction of individual detector unit 

complete 
May 2012 May 2012 

17.  Muon tracking (software) S/W complete March 2012 May 2012 
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 Task # Milestone 
Planned 

Completion Date 

Actual 

Completion Date 

18.  Integration of image S/W with detector unit May 2012 May 2012 

19.  
Individual detectors integrated into 

monitoring system 
May 2012 May 2012 

20.  Final S/W refinement complete June 2012 June 2012
1
 

21.  Final hardware (H/W) refinement June 2012 June 2012 

22.  AECL trials at Carleton August 2012 December 2012 

23.  CBSA trials at Carleton  October 2012 November 2012 

24.  Project Close Out Report December 2012 September 2014 

25.  Project complete December 2012 TBD 

26.  Close-Out PRC May 2013 TBD 

27.  
Success Story Publication/CRTI Symposium 

Presentation 
June 2013 Not applicable 

1
Although S/W upgrades continue to be applied, the system was functional on this date. 

B.3 Cost performance summary:  

The following table shows the initially planned budgets by fiscal year, compared to the  

actual spending.  

Table B.2: Planned vs. actual funds expended. 

Participant Fiscal Year 
Planned  

Funds 

Actual  

Funds 

 CBSA 

2009/10 $6,750 $54,000 

2010/11 $54,000 $54,000 

2011/12 $54,000 $6,750 

2012/13 $5,500 $5,500 

Sub-total for CBSA 0 $120,250 

 

 LANL 

2009/10 $0 $0 

2010/11 $0 $0 

2011/12 $0 $0 

2012/13 $0 $0 

Sub-total for LANL 0 0 

 

Total by Fiscal Year 

 2009/10
1
 $601,930 $597,608 

2010/11 $1,042,129 $956,199 

2011/12 $857,640 $715,160 

2012/13 $184,301 $369,954 

 GRAND TOTAL $2,686,000 $2,638,921 
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The variances observed in the table can for the most part be related directly to the delays listed in 

the above section and the shifting of funds that resulted. The one notable exception to this is the 

shifting of approximately $100k of ISR’s funds to Carleton University. This occurred when it 

became apparent that the neutron work would not provide the desired results, and the GO/NO-GO 

decision resulted in a NO-GO. Funds were re-allocated to ensure the timely completion of the 

CRIPT system. 

Table B.3 shows a similar breakdown by year and partner for the in-kind expenditures. 

Table B.3: Planned vs. actual in-kind. 

Participant Fiscal Year 
Planned  

In-Kind 

Actual  

In-Kind 

 DRDC Ottawa  

(Lead Federal Dept.) 

 

2009/10 $202,708 $188,790 

2010/11 $194,181 $194,181 

2011/12 $204,181 $204,181 

2012/13 $165,781 $181,423 

Sub-total for DRDC Ottawa $766,851 $768,575 

 

 Carleton University 

 (excluding AAPS) 

2009/10 $308,000 $69,773 

2010/11 $264,400 $228,200 

2011/12 $144,400 $235,000 

2012/13 $33,600 $160,568 

Sub-total for CU $750,400 $482,041 

 

 AECL 

2009/10 $127,900 $138,726 

2010/11 $166,220 $166,220 

2011/12 $170,981 $370,981 

2012/13 $236,442 $567,541 

Sub-total for AECL $701,543 $1,243,468 

 

 Health Canada 

2009/10 $152,520 $106,800 

2010/11 $154,200 $133,200 

2011/12 $155,880 $155,880 

2012/13 $152,880 $155,880 

Sub-total for HC $615,480 $551,760 

 

 ISR + Subcontractors 

2009/10 $124,687 $0 

2010/11 $55,857 $2,017 

2011/12 $54,387 $0 

2012/13 $21,369 $0 

Sub-total for ISR $256,300 $2,017 
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Table B.3: (cont’d): Planned vs. actual in-kind. 

The deviation in in-kind delivery for Carleton University is a result of the initial contracting 

delays which disallowed crediting work by the academic staff, reducing the in-kind during 

2009/10.  

Participant Fiscal Year 
Planned  

In-Kind 

Actual  

In-Kind 

 CBSA 

2009/10 $52,122 $78,125 

2010/11 $319,166 $319,000 

2011/12 $104,166 $104,166 

2012/13 $42,366 $42,366 

Sub-total for CBSA $517,820 $543,657 

 

 AAPS 

2009/10 $152,000 $155,600 

2010/11 $127,000 $127,000 

2011/12 $152,000 $78,251 

2012/13 $25,000 $0 

Sub-total for AAPS $456,000 $360,851 

 

 LANL 

2009/10 $8,000 $0 

2010/11 $5,000 $1,000 

2011/12 $5,000 $1,000 

2012/13 $8,000 $0 

Sub-total for LANL $26,000 $2,000 

 

Total by Fiscal Year 

 2009/10
1
 $1,127,937 $737,814 

2010/11 $1,286,024 $1,170,818 

2011/12 $990,995 $945,278 

2012/13 $685,438 $1,107,778 

 GRAND TOTAL $4,090,394 $3,961,688 
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Annex C Publications, presentations, patents 

C.1 Journal articles 

G. JONKMANS, V. N. P. Anghel, C. Jewett, and M. Thompson. “Nuclear waste imaging and 

spent fuel verification by muon tomography.” Annals of Nuclear Energy 53 (2013): 267–273. 

V. ANGHEL, et al., “A plastic scintillator-based muon tomography system with an integrated 

muon spectrometer” to be submitted to Nucl. Intr. Meth. A, (2014), 39 pages. 

C.2 Partner publications 

C. HOWARD, “Simulation of the CRIPT detector”, DRDC Contractor Report (CR), submitted 

for publication May 2014, unclassified, 50 pages. 

R. HYDOMAKO, “Alignment and momentum estimate evaluation for the CRIPT detector”, 

DRDC CR, submitted for publication May 2014, unclassified, 26 pages. 

R. HYDOMAKO, “Optimization of CRIPT detector performance”, DRDC Ottawa CR 2013-127, 

December 2013, unclassified, 66 pages. 

P.-L. DROUIN, D. Waller, “Muon momentum reconstruction with the CRIPT spectrometer”, 

DRDC Ottawa Technical Memorandum (TM) 2011-210, November 2011, unclassified, 46 page. 

D. BRYMAN, J. Bueno, Z. Liu, P.-A. Amaudruz, J.-P. Martin, “Data acquisition system for the 

CRIPT project”, Advanced Applied Physics Solutions internal report, October 2011, unclassified, 

17 pages. 

J. ARMITAGE, H. Chacko, M. Robson, A. Robichaud, “Reflectivity of a Kurary Y-11 

wavelength shifting fiber”, Carleton University Department of Physics internal report, August 

2011, unclassified, 9 pages. 

J. ARMITAGE, A. Robichaud, M. Robson, “Characterization of mineral oils and extruded 

scintillators for the CRIPT Collaboration”, Carleton University Department of Physics internal 

report, July 2011, unclassified, 12 pages. 

D. BRYMAN, Z. Liu, J. Bueno, “Assembly of Prototype Cosmic Muon Detector”, Advanced 

Applied Physics Solutions internal report, January 2011, unclassified, 35 pages. 

D. WALLER, “A simulation study of material discrimination using muon scattering 

tomography”, DRDC Ottawa TM 2010-211, December 2010, unclassified, 38 pages. 

C. JEWETT, et al., “CRIPT Technical Report: Detector Parameter Simulations and Imaging 

Algorithm Development”, AECL report, CW-30100-AR-001, December 2010. 
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J. CHAPUT, C. Bellman, T. Cousins, F. Lemay, “Neutron Detection Feasibility Study for 

CRIPT”, ISR Report 4010-01-02, Version 1.0, November 2010, unclassified, 14 pages. 
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Annex D Supplementary technical information  

At ~20 tonnes, the CRIPT system was literally a massive undertaking. Figure D.1 shows the 

technical drawings for the tracker, the spectrometer, and the tower. 

 

Figure D.1: CRIPT technical drawings. 

This proof-of-concept device was built to handle a ULD air cargo container or anything smaller. 

Figure D.2 shows the specifications of the ULD. 
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Figure D.2: Type LD3 Unit Load Device (ULD). 
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